The Condiments are Loved Lavishly Bill

"A bill requesting condiment packets be removed from the MSC, and replaced with pump bottles."

Whereas (1): Texas A&M University is a public institution, and as such, has an obligation to spend students’ money in a manner that best serves their needs; and,

Whereas (2): Condiments are best enjoyed in amounts determined by the user, whether sparingly or in excessively copious amounts; and,

Whereas (3): Regulation of serving size is not an Aggie value, and encourages students to take more servings than they may actually need; and,

Whereas (4): Individual serving packets create more waste than do bulk containers, which negatively impact the environment; and,

Whereas (5): Condiments are precious national resources that cannot be wasted; and,

Whereas (6): The amount of condiments needed by a student is best determined by the individual, who can well exercise personal judgment over their own personal dietary needs.
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Therefore
Let it be
Enacted (1): That dining services should replace individual serving packets of condiments in the MSC dining area with bulk pump bottles, as are found in Rev’s; and,

Let it be
Further
Enacted (2): That a copy of this bill shall be sent to:
- Mr. David Riddle, Director of Dining Services
- Dr R. Bowen Loftin, President of Texas A&M